Neanderthal ancestry remains across modern Eurasian genomes, and introgressed sequences 18 influence diverse phenotypes, including immune, skin, and neuropsychiatric diseases. 19 Interpretation of introgressed sequences has focused on alleles derived in the Neanderthal 20 lineage. Here, we demonstrate that introgressed Neanderthal haplotypes also carry hundreds of 21 thousands of ancestral alleles that had been lost in Eurasian populations. These reintroduced 22 alleles (RAs) exist exclusively on Neanderthal haplotypes in Eurasian populations. Illustrating 23 the broad potential influence of these RAs, we find that over 70% of known phenotype 24 associations with introgressed Neanderthal-derived alleles (NDAs) are equally associated with 25
RAs. We also discover enrichment for RAs among introgressed eQTL in many tissues, including 26 more than half of the brain tissues analyzed. Finally, combining expression quantitative trait loci 27 (eQTL), massively parallel reporter assay (MPRA) data, and in vitro validation, we show that 28
RAs can regulate gene expression independent of NDAs. In summary, our study reveals that 29
Neanderthal introgression supplied Eurasians with many lost ancestral variants that may have 30 restored lost regulatory functions. Thus, RAs should be considered when evaluating the effects 31 of introgression. 32 33 34
ONE SENTENCE SUMMARY 35
Neanderthal interbreeding with anatomically modern humans restored thousands of ancient 36 alleles that were previously lost in Eurasian populations. 37 38
MAIN TEXT 39
Modern Eurasian populations have significantly lower genetic diversity than modern African 40 populations, despite having larger census population sizes (1, 2). This disparity reflects the 41 genetic bottlenecks experienced by the direct ancestors of Eurasian anatomically modern humans 42 (AMH) as they moved out of Africa approximately 50,000 years ago (2, 3). The effective 43 population size of this ancestral Eurasian population is estimated to have been less than 20% of 44 the size of the contemporaneous African populations (1, 4). As a result of this out of Africa 45 (OOA) bottleneck and subsequent population dynamics, millions of ancient alleles were lost in 46 the ancestors of modern Eurasian populations. 47
More than 500,000 years prior to the Eurasian OOA bottleneck, members of other 48 hominin groups in Africa, including the ancestors of Neanderthals and Denisovans, moved 49
into Eurasia (5). The sequencing of ancient DNA from Neanderthal and Denisovan 50 individuals has enabled reconstruction of their genomes (5-7). Comparing Neanderthal 51 genomes to genomes of modern humans from around the world revealed that Eurasian 52
AMHs interbred with Neanderthals approximately 50,000 years ago (5, 8) . The legacy of 53 this archaic introgression is reflected in the genomes of modern Eurasians, where ~1-3% of 54
individuals' DNA sequences are of Neanderthal ancestry (9-12). 55
Neanderthal introgression introduced many new alleles into Eurasian populations that 56
were derived on the Neanderthal lineage. It has been hypothesized that some of these alleles 57
were adapted to non-African environments and thus were beneficial to Eurasian AMH (9, 58 10, 13-18). However, Neanderthal interbreeding also likely came with a genetic cost due to 59 accumulation of weakly deleterious alleles in their lineage, because of their lower effective 60 population size compared to AMHs (19, 20) . Indeed, the distribution of archaic ancestry 61 across modern Eurasian genomes is non-random, with significant deserts of Neanderthal 62 ancestry as well as many genomic regions in which Neanderthal ancestry is common. This 63 distribution is generally attributed to the long term effects of positive and negative selection 64 acting on introgressed Neanderthal alleles (9, 10, 21), with negative selection acting most 65 strongly immediately after admixture (22) . 66 Introgressed alleles on Neanderthal haplotypes that remain in modern Eurasian 67 populations are associated with diverse traits, including risk for skin, immune, and 68 neuropsychiatric diseases (13, 14, 23-26). For example, an introgressed Neanderthal 69 haplotype at the OAS1 locus is associated with innate immune response; however, this 70 haplotype also contains an ancient hominin allele in high linkage disequilibrium (LD) with 71
the Neanderthal alleles that could influence function (27). Thus, while most studies have 72 focused on identifying and testing the effects of Neanderthal derived alleles in AMHs, 73 archaic admixture may also have served as a route by which more ancient functional alleles 74 reentered the genomes of Eurasians (27, 28) . 75 Here, we explore the hypothesis that Neanderthal introgression reintroduced previously 76 lost ancestral alleles into Eurasian populations. To evaluate this hypothesis, we analyze 77 archaic, modern, and simulated genomes to characterize the prevalence of the reintroduction 78 of lost alleles to Eurasians. Given the conservation of many of these alleles in Africans and 79 in closely related ape species, we evaluate and test whether the reintroduction of some of 80 these variants may also have restored lost functions. We identify more than 200,000 ancient 81
alleles that are only present on introgressed Neanderthal haplotypes in modern Eurasian 82 populations. We discover enrichment for reintroduced alleles among introgressed haplotypes 83 with gene regulatory effects in several tissues, including the brain. We demonstrate 84 functional effects for reintroduced alleles using computational analyses, cross-population 85 comparisons of eQTL, and MPRA data. Finally, we experimentally validate the gene 86 regulatory effects of a reintroduced allele independent of associated Neanderthal alleles in the 87 context of both African and Eurasian haplotypes. Taken together, our results demonstrate that 88
Neanderthal populations served as reservoirs of functional ancestral alleles that were lost to the 89 ancestors of Eurasians (and in some cases all modern humans), and that some of these alleles 90 have functional effects in Eurasians after being reintroduced by Neanderthal admixture. 91 92
RESULTS 93
To illustrate the evolutionary scenarios we investigate here, consider the simple model of recent 94 hominin demography presented in Figure 1A . Many alleles segregating in ancestral hominins 95
were lost in the AMH lineage after the divergence of the ancestors of AMHs and Neanderthals. 96
Some were lost in all AMHs, while others were lost only in Eurasian populations, e.g., during the 97 OOA bottleneck. These lost alleles thus had the potential to be reintroduced into Eurasian 98 populations via archaic admixture. Within these populations, reintroduced alleles would initially 99 only be present on introgressed Neanderthal haplotypes, and over time many would retain high 100 LD with Neanderthal-derived alleles in modern Eurasians. In the following analysis, we will 101 refer to alleles that were present in the most recent common ancestor of AMHs and Neanderthals 102
as "ancestral hominin alleles." 103
We will refer to ancestral hominin alleles that are only observed in Eurasians on 104
introgressed Neanderthal haplotypes as reintroduced alleles (RAs), and introgressed alleles that 105 first appeared on the Neanderthal lineage as Neanderthal-derived alleles (NDAs) ( Figure 1B ). 106
Here we evaluate the presence and function of RAs in modern Eurasians and contrast them with 107
NDAs. 108 109 110 
121

Hundreds of thousands of RAs exist in modern Eurasian populations 122
To identify candidate RAs in the genomes of modern Eurasians, we sought variants in 1000 123
Genomes Phase 3 Eurasian populations that are present only on introgressed haplotypes ( Figure  124 S3, Methods). We began with sets of previously identified SNPs that tag introgressed haplotypes 125
in Eurasians. These SNPs were identified by S* and comparisons between Neanderthal genomes 126 and the genomes of European (EUR), East Asian (EAS), and South Asian (SAS) populations 127 (12). For each population, we identified candidate RAs by collecting variants that are in perfect 128 LD (r 2 =1) with a Neanderthal tag SNP, but that are not tag SNPs themselves. We then evaluated 129 each of these candidate RAs with regard to its ancestral status and presence in modern sub-130
Saharan Africans. Candidate alleles that matched the high-confidence ancestral allele call from 131
1000 Genomes or that were present at a frequency of >1% in sub-Saharan African populations 132 without substantial Neanderthal ancestry were deemed RAs. Overall, ~73% of Neanderthal tag 133
SNPs are in perfect LD with at least one classifiable RA. Forward-time evolutionary simulations 134 suggest that false positives due to recombination artefacts or convergent mutations, even at 135 highly mutable CpG dinucleotides, are rare (Figure S1, S2; Table S1 ). Some Neanderthal 136
haplotypes are present in some sub-Saharan African populations due to backflow post-admixture 137 from Eurasians; however, given that the resulting fraction of Neanderthal ancestry is estimated to 138 be very low (0.18%) (6, 29), our classification criteria prevent them from leading to many false 139 positives (Methods). Finally, our approach is likely conservative, because many true RAs are not 140 expected to retain perfect LD with any NDA. 141
Altogether, we identified 209,176 RAs ( Figure 2B , Figure S3 ). The South Asian and East 142
Asian populations each have more RAs (139,270 and 125,257, respectively) than the European 143 populations (90,121). These numbers likely reflect the differences in the number of Neanderthal 144 tag SNPs found in each population ( Figure S3 , Figure S4 ), the greater levels of Neanderthal 145 ancestry previously observed in East Asians (30, 31), and the differences in the demographic 146 history of these populations (32). 147 148 
154
For the majority of RAs, the reintroduced allele is still segregating in African populations; 155 however, a substantial fraction of RAs (EAS: 22%, EUR: 30%, and SAS: 28%) are present in 156 modern human populations exclusively on haplotypes of Neanderthal ancestry (i.e., these alleles 157 are no longer present in African populations). This suggests that the derived allele likely became 158 fixed at these positions in AMH populations before the reintroduction of the ancestral allele  159  via Neanderthal admixture. For those RAs where the corresponding allele is still present in  160 Africans, they are segregating at significantly higher frequencies in Eurasians than those 161
RAs no longer observed in Africans ( Figure S6 ) . This suggests heterogeneity in the  162  selective pressures on RAs.  163 Next, we examined the distribution of RAs across introgressed haplotypes. RAs are 164 pervasive; 84.4% (EAS), 81.8% (EUR), and 81.7% (SAS) of introgressed haplotypes 165
contain RAs. The average number of RAs per introgressed haplotype is ~17. ( Figure S7A ). 166
Of the haplotypes containing RAs, 21.3% (EAS), 11.8% (EUR), and 15.2% (SAS) contain 167 more RAs than NDAs ( Figure S7B ). RAs also have greater variability in their distribution 168 across haplotypes, and appear more clustered within haplotypes than NDAs ( Figure S7C ). 169
Thus, RAs are present on most introgressed haplotypes and, in some cases, constitute the 170 majority of introgressed variants in these regions. 171 172
RA-containing introgressed haplotypes are associated with anthropometric human traits 173
and disease risk 174
To update knowledge of human phenotypes influenced by Neanderthal introgression, we 175
intersected all RAs and NDAs from each of the three Eurasian populations with significant 176 associations (P < 10 -8 ; Methods) reported in the GWAS Catalog as of January 24, 2019 (33). 177
Sixty-eight percent of NDAs with at least one significant GWAS association are in perfect LD 178 with at least one RA (File S2). The consequence of this is that over 70% of the phenotype 179 associations with NDAs have an equally strong association with at least one RA. Thus, while 180 previous studies have used GWAS to link variants on introgressed haplotypes with phenotypes 181
(5, 6, 9), many associations could be mediated by RAs. 182
The high LD between RAs and NDAs prevents the identification of the RAs, the 183 associated NDAs, or other variants as causal. However, in Europeans, we found that nearly 184 as many RAs (n = 1049) as NDAs (n = 1349) are significantly associated with at least one 185 trait. Overall, Eurasian RAs tagged 2197 unique, significant associations while NDAs 186 tagged 2547 (File S2). Many of the phenotypes tagged by RAs are morphometric (e.g., 187
cranial base width, BMI, and height), and several others relate to more general aspects of 188 outward appearance (e.g., chin dimples, male-pattern baldness, and skin pigmentation NDAs on an introgressed haplotype is not perfectly correlated (Pearson r 2 = 0.46; Figure S7A ). 211
The 1585 introgressed haplotypes containing at least one introgressed eQTL have a significantly 212
higher fraction of RAs than the 4237 haplotypes having no eQTL (median of 0.20 vs. 0.24, P = 213 3x10 -13 , Mann-Whitney U Test; Figure 3A ). This result also holds when stratifying introgressed 214 haplotypes with eQTL by their tissue of activity ( Figure S14 ). 215
Among introgressed variants that are also eQTL, the ratios of RAs to NDAs varied across 216 tissues, with 13 tissues having a higher RA:NDA ratio than expected from the RA:NDA ratio in 217 the genome as a whole ( Figure 3B ). Brain tissues are 7 of the 13 tissues enriched for RA eQTLs, 218
having RA:NDA ratios of between 0.53-0.83 compared to the overall observed ratio of 0.47 (P < 219 0.01, hypergeometric test with Bonferroni correction). Introgressed haplotypes have been 220 previously shown to modulate gene regulation, especially in the brain (24, 42), and the higher-221 than-expected presence of RAs in more than half of these tissues could suggest shared regulatory 222
architectures. RA eQTLs also appear more abundant in the pituitary gland, pancreas, adrenal 223 gland, testes, and tibial nerve. RA eQTL are less abundant than expected in the introgressed 224 eQTL from mucosal tissues and salivary gland. In summary, introgressed haplotypes containing 225 eQTL contain a higher fraction of RAs, and this set of RA eQTLs is not evenly distributed 226 among tissues. 227 
236
Some RAs have conserved gene regulatory associations in European and African 237 populations 238
Many introgressed haplotypes influence gene regulation, and the majority of them contain RAs 239 (42, 43) . Given the high LD between RAs and NDAs, it is challenging to determine from genetic 240 association data alone whether a particular RA or NDA is functional. Indeed, we find that RAs 241
and NDAs are similarly likely to overlap known regulatory motifs ( Figure S8 ). Thus, to search 242
for RAs likely to have regulatory functions independent of associated NDAs, we analyzed cross-243 population eQTL data from lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) from European (EUR) and sub-244
Saharan African Yoruba (YRI) individuals (44). We sought eQTL alleles that are RAs in 245
Europeans and are present in Yoruba in non-Neanderthal introgressed regions ( Figure 4A ; 246
Methods). Thus, if an allele that was reintroduced into Eurasians has similar effects on gene 247 expression in both populations, it suggests that that the RA (rather than associated NDAs) 248
influences expression, and that introgression reintroduced ancestral regulatory function. 249
In the LCL eQTL data, 2,564 RAs were significant eQTL in EUR, and only 180 were 250 significant eQTL in YRI. This difference is largely due to the much lower power in YRI (sample 251 size of 89 vs. 379) which, in combination with having cross-population data from only one 252 cellular context, makes it challenging to estimate the full extent to which RAs contribute 253 regulatory function. Nevertheless, of the 180 YRI eQTL corresponding to EUR RAs, 42 254 displayed significant eQTL effects in both populations. These RA eQTLs influence the 255 expression of nine genes (Table S3 ). The expression differences observed for the RAs in EUR 256
have the same direction of effect and similar magnitude as those observed for the corresponding 257 allele in YRI. For example, two genes, SDSL and HDHD5, each have four cross-population RA 258 eQTLs that have similar effects on gene expression in both EUR and YRI ( Figure 4B ). Thus, 259
despite the limitations of the cross-population eQTL data, these results suggest that some RAs 260 influence gene regulation in Eurasian individuals. 261 262 
281
RAs can influence expression independent of NDAs 282
To determine whether RAs directly influence expression in EUR individuals independently of 283 linked NDAs, we functionally dissected the regulatory activity of four cross-population RA 284 eQTL. These alleles associate with the expression of HDHD5 (also known as CECR5), a 285
hydrolase domain containing protein that is expressed in diverse tissues. It is located in a region 286 of chromosome 22 associated with Cat Eye Syndrome (CES), a rare disease associated with 287 chromosomal abnormalities in 22q11 with highly variable clinical presentation that often 288
includes multiple malformations affecting the eyes, ears, anus, heart, and kidneys (45). The 289
HDHD5 locus contains a 2 kb region, which in introgressed Europeans carries an NDA that is in 290 perfect LD with four RAs that are cross-population eQTLs for HDHD5 ( Figure 4C ). 291
We performed luciferase reporter assays in LCLs using four different combinations of the 292 NDA and RAs within this 2 kb region ( Figure 4D , Table S5 ). In each assay, we compared the 293 activity of each combination of alleles to the activity driven by a vector with a minimal promoter 294 but no insert. The luciferase activity driven by a reporter construct with the European version of 295 this sequence without introgression (EUR-EUR) drove significant expression above baseline 296 (~2.0x vector with no insert, P < 0.01, t-test). We compared this activity to constructs 297 synthesized to carry the RAs with the associated NDA (NDA-RA), the RAs without the NDA 298
(EUR-RA), and the NDA without the RAs (NDA-EUR). Both RA-containing sequences had 299 significantly lower luciferase activity, and there was no significant difference in the activity of 300 the NDA-RA and the EUR-RA sequences ( Figure 4D ). Thus, as predicted by the cross-301 population eQTL data, the RAs are associated with expression levels independently of the NDA, 302 and the RA-containing sequences have lower activity than sequences without the RAs. 303
To ascertain whether the conservation of activity patterns we demonstrated at the HDHD5 304 locus could be attributed more specifically to any of the four RAs, we analyzed previously 305 collected MPRA data from LCLs (46). Only one of the four cross-population RA eQTL 306 (rs71312076) showed significant regulatory effects (RA:EUR allelic skew=2.122, P=6.6e-3, 307
FDR=0.034) compared to the non-reintroduced allele ( Figure 4E ). These effects were observed 308 on the non-introgressed European reference background, further demonstrating the ability of this 309 RA locus to influence regulation independent of NDAs. 310
Together, these results provide three orthogonal lines of evidence (cross-population eQTL, 311 luciferase reporter, and MPRA) implicating RAs in the reintroduction of regulatory effects in the 312 HDHD5 locus. Importantly, both our luciferase assays and the MPRA data show that the 313 functional contribution of RAs within a European genomic context is not dependent on the 314
introgressed haplotype in which it occurs. Therefore, these data, along with the eQTL status of 315 this region in YRI, demonstrate that Neanderthal introgression restored an allele lost in Eurasians 316 that influences gene regulation. 317 318 319
DISCUSSION 320
Here we demonstrate that hundreds of thousands of ancient alleles are present in modern 321
Eurasians due exclusively to archaic admixture between Neanderthals and AMHs ( Figure 1A) . 322 We first show that like NDAs, RAs are as associated with many traits and are enriched on 323 haplotypes with regulatory effects in some tissues. We further show that RAs can have gene 324 regulatory functions that are not dependent upon linked NDAs. While the interpretation of the 325 phenotypic effects of Neanderthal introgression on AMHs has generally focused on NDAs, our 326 results argue that RAs have the potential to independently affect gene regulation and therefore 327 must also be considered in analyses of archaic admixture. 328
The evolutionary histories of RAs are likely diverse. While most RAs were probably lost in 329
the Eurasian OOA bottleneck, Eurasian subpopulations subsequently experienced distinct 330 demographic events that could have led to population-specific RAs. For example, East Asians 331 are estimated to have had both substantially smaller ancestral effective population size than 332
Europeans, as well as a greater frequency of archaic introgression events (32). These factors 333 would increase our power to detect RAs within East Asians, because ancient hominin alleles 334
would have had more opportunities to both be lost and to occur exclusively within introgressed 335 regions. Conversely, in southern Europe, where more recent gene flow out of Africa has 336 occurred, the power to detect RAs will be decreased due to ancient alleles being re-introduced 337 outside of introgressed haplotypes (47). We expect that more sophisticated simulations and 338 probabilistic modeling could enable the identification of additional RAs. 339
The regulatory and phenotypic effects of RAs are difficult to disentangle from those of 340
NDAs, due to their high LD. Our detailed in vitro analyses of different combinations of alleles at 341 the HDHD5 locus ( Figure 4D ) provides a roadmap for experimental characterization of other 342
RAs. Analysis of known regulatory elements suggests that at least 10% (19,882) of RAs overlap 343 gene regulatory elements ( Figure S8 ). Therefore, we anticipate that as MPRAs, eQTL analyses, 344
and GWAS are performed in more diverse populations and tissues, more functional RAs will be 345
identified. In the future, it will also be informative to compare the functional effects of RAs with 346 other alleles restored to Eurasian populations more recently by direct migration from Africa (22, 347 48). 348
Given our in vitro demonstration that RAs can restore ancestral gene regulatory functions 349 lost in Eurasian populations, the enrichment we observe for RAs relative to NDAs in some GTEx 350 tissues-the brain in particular-is provocative ( Figure 3B ). These observations are consistent 351
with previous results regarding the gene regulatory effects of introgressed alleles. Saharan African 1000 Genomes populations, and 5) extracted the Altai Neanderthal 574 genotype. We then assigned RA status based on this information by following to the steps 575 laid out in Figure S3 . Specifically, for each RA candidate, if the introgressed variant 576 matched the high-confidence, ancestral state, it was classified as a reintroduced ancestral 577 allele (RAA). Candidate RAs that did not match the ancestral allele (or that did not have 578 a high confidence ancestral allele call) were evaluated for presence in both the Altai 579
Neanderthal and in sub-Saharan Africans (average allele frequency > 1% in ESN, GWD, 580 LWK, MSL, and YRI). If the candidate variant was only present in sub-Saharan African 581 at a frequency > 1%, it was classified as a reintroduced hominin alleles (RHA) since its 582 origin likely predated the Neanderthal split, but its ancestral status is not assigned. 583
Importantly, the criteria that an RHA also be present at a minimum allele frequency of 584 1% frequency over all 5 sub-Saharan populations insulates our results from the trace 585 levels of Neanderthal ancestry from Eurasian backflow (0.18% Neanderthal ancestry in 586 YRI) (29). If the candidate variant was only present in the Altai Neanderthal and in 587
introgressed Eurasian haplotypes, it was classified as an NDA. For nearly all analyses 588 presented here, RAAs and RHAs are combined into a single RA class. The results of this 589 classification are summarized in Figure 2 and supplied in full in File S1. The pipeline 590
and filtering steps are summarized in Figure S3 . 591 We considered all Neanderthal haplotypes and tag SNPs identified by Vernot et 592 al. 2016. Only 10% of identified RAs were found in haplotypes shorter than 10 kb or with 593 fewer than 10 NDAs. Removal of these NDAs and RAs from our analyses did not 594 substantially change any of our results, thus we present results with all RAs for 595 completeness. 596
Approximately 90% of RAs are within the boundaries of previously characterized 597 introgressed haplotypes; however, over half of the haplotypes in each population have at 598 least one associated RA beyond their previous bounds. In total, extending all introgressed 599 haplotypes to accommodate all associated RAs increases introgression estimates by 40.0, 42.6, 600 and 51.9 megabases (Mb) in the EUR, EAS, and SAS populations, respectively. This represents 601 an increase of ~1.5% in the amount of introgressed sequence present in each Eurasian 602 population. 603
As described above, when no confident ancestral allele call was available, we used the 604 presence of an allele in modern Africans to infer that it was present in the ancient hominin 605
population. In such cases, if the allele was present in modern Eurasians on a Neanderthal 606 haplotype, it was inferred to be an RHA. However, without a confident ancestral state for these 607 alleles, RHAs may be susceptible to false positives due to independent, convergent mutations on 608 the AMH African and Neanderthal lineages. This is of particular concern at CpG sites due to 609 their significantly higher mutation rates compared to other dinucleotides. Therefore, to estimate 610 how many inferred RHAs could be the result of independent CT transitions along the 611
Neanderthal and AMH lineages, we identified all RHAs that were either "A" or "T" with a 5' 612 "C" or 3' "G" respectively. We focused on RHAs, because RAAs match ancestral allele calls 613 supported by cross-species alignments making convergent mutation unlikely. Only 7% of RHAs 614
were potentially subject to this bias (Table S7 ). Furthermore, we carried out simulations with an 615 estimate of the CpG mutation rate (7.0 × 10 −7 mutations per site per generation (56)) and 616 estimated that 3% of all CpGs would be expected to display convergent mutations between 617
Neanderthals and AMH Eurasians. Thus, confounding due to convergent mutations, even at 618
CpGs, is likely to be rare (Table S7 ). (See "Estimating confounding with simulations" section 619 for more details on the simulations.) 620 621
Spatial characterization of RAs and NDAs along introgressed haplotypes 622
The locations and distributions of RAs within introgressed haplotypes are less correlated with 623 haplotype length and more clustered than the distribution of NDAs. The number of NDAs per 624 haplotype is strongly positively correlated with the length of the haplotype (r 2 = 0.85; Figure  625 S7), but the RA number per haplotype is more variable (r 2 = 0.56). Therefore, while the overall 626 RA:NDA ratio is ~1:2 over all haplotypes (Figure 2 ), this ratio varies across introgressed 627 haplotypes. 628
To evaluate whether RAs are more clustered on introgressed haplotypes than NDAs, we 629 summarized the distribution of both NDAs and RAs across all RA-containing haplotypes. We 630 first divided each RA-containing haplotype into 100 equal-size bins and counted the number of 631
RAs in each bin. For each haplotype, the bins were then ranked from high to low in terms of RA 632 count, and the RA contents of each corresponding percentile bin were summed over all the 633 haplotypes. This percentile sum was then divided by the total number of all RAs present over all 634 the haplotypes to obtain per-bin densities. By calculating per-bin densities only at the end, we 635 mitigate the potentially confounding effect of some haplotypes containing fewer variants than 636 others. The result is a summary of the total fraction of RAs found within increasing density 637 percentiles across all haplotypes. We then did the same for NDAs ( Figure S7 ) Overall, a larger 638 fraction of RAs is found in the densest bins compared to NDAs. For example, in EUR, 55% of 639
RAs are in the four densest bins, while only 26% of NDAs are in the four densest bins. These 640 results held across each population and were maintained when down sampling to a set of 641 haplotypes with matched NDA and RA counts. Thus, when RAs are present, they often occur in 642 more discrete clusters along introgressed haplotypes than do NDAs. However, we note that the 643 to the background of all variants evaluated for eQTL status within GTEx. We applied a 689
Bonferroni correction to account for the testing of the 48 tissues (0.01/48=0.0002). 690 691
Shared RA eQTLs between Europeans and Africans 692
To identify RAs with similar regulatory associations between populations with and without 693
Neanderthal ancestry, we analyzed data from a previous study that identified eQTL across LCLs 694 derived from 495 individuals (44). The LCLs were of either European (EUR; 373 lines) or 695
African (YRI; 89 lines) ancestry; given the smaller YRI sample size, there was much lower 696 power to detect eQTL in the African samples. We downloaded all significant exon-level 697 expression eQTLs from the study (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/files/E-GEUV-698 1/analysis_results/). They found 704,157 unique eQTL in EUR and 75,742 in YRI, and of these, 699 52,869 are shared. Of the shared loci, 42 are RAs, and these RAs associate with expression levels 700 for nine genes (Table S3 ). For each of the 42 variants, we also confirmed that they were not in 701 LD in YRI with any previously characterized NDA. 702 703
MPRA analysis of RAs 704
A recent MPRA study evaluated the regulatory impact of 32,373 variants in 3,642 known eQTL 705 and regions identified via GWAS (46). For each variant, the MPRA quantified the expression of 706 a reporter driven by both the reference and alternate alleles (plus 150 bp of reference genomic 707 context) in LCLs. Expression modulating variants were identified by quantifying the "allelic 708 skew" between the expression driven by the reference and alternate allele. This enabled the 709 identification of hundreds of variants likely to cause the observed associations between these loci 710 and expression levels/phenotypes. We intersected European NDAs and RAs in introgressed 711
haplotypes with the variants with significant combined skew (FDR < 0.1). In total, 11 712 introgressed variants were tested (6 NDAs and 5 RAs; Table S4 ). This included all cross-713 population RA eQTLs in the introgressed haplotype that is associated with HDHD5 expression. 714 715
Experimental validation of RA regulatory function via luciferase assays 716
To further demonstrate that the cross-population RA eQTLs associated with HDHD5 717 expression function independently of the NDA in perfect LD, we evaluated the effects of four 718 different sequences on luciferase expression in LCLs ( Figure 4D ). 719
Modified pGL4 luciferase constructs were generated via Gibson cloning (New England 720
Biolabs) to contain an 1826 bp oligo corresponding to region of interest in CECR5/HDHD5 with 721 variants corresponding to a European reference (EUR-EUR), the introgressed NDA sequence 722 (NDA-EUR), the RA sequences (EUR-RA), or both sets of introgressed variants (NDA-RA) 723 (Table S5 ). Inserts were cloned into the pGL4.27 reporter vector (Promega) as two separate 724 blocks, as b1-EUR or b1-NDA (first 576 bp at the 3' end of blocks containing either NDA or 725 EUR specific sequence) and b2-EUR or b2-RA (1273 bp at the 5' end of blocks containing either 726 RA or EUR specific sequence) (Table S5 ). b1-EUR, b1-NDA, and b2-RA sequences were 727 generated by oligonucleotide synthesis (IDT). b2-EUR variants were generated via site-directed 728 mutagenesis using primers with EUR specific alleles ( false positives, we also considered each of three mutations rates: 7.0 × 10 −9 , 7.0 × 10 −8 , and 7.0 × 754 10 −7 mutations per site per generation. The highest rate was included to simulate the high 755 mutability at CpG dinucleotides, while the lowest is in keeping with genome-wide estimates for 756 non-synonymous sites in humans. We simulated fitness effects (FE) of mutations based either on 757 neutrality (FE=0) or purifying selection (FE drawn from gamma distribution with shape 758 parameter 0.23 and mean selection coefficient −0.043) (59). We also considered Eurasian-759
Neanderthal admixture fractions of 0.02 and 0.04. 760
The general demographic model used is illustrated in Figure S1 . Genetic diversity within 761 the ancient human population (10,000 diploid individuals) was first established by allowing 762 mutations to arise and evolve through a "burn in" period of 44,000 generations in the ancestral 763 hominin population prior to subsequent migrations. To track allelic loss and reintroduction, we 764
focused on segregating sites that were present in this simulated ancestral population immediately 765 before the split between the human and Neanderthal lineages; we tracked all of these ancestral 766 hominin alleles over the 18,000 subsequent generations that encompassed both the Neanderthal 767
and Eurasian OOA bottlenecks. The ancestral Neanderthal population was subsampled to 1,000 768 individuals and both human and Neanderthal populations evolved separately for 16,000 769 generations (400,000-464,000 years assuming a generation time of 25-29 years). 770
The Eurasian OOA migration and Neanderthal admixture were then modeled as a 771 simultaneous, discrete event that resulted in an admixed Eurasian population size of 1861 772 individuals (20, 60). The admixed Eurasian population was then allowed to evolve for 2000 773 generations before undergoing exponential growth leading to 20,310 modern Eurasians. One 774 hundred replicates for both neutral or purifying selection models were run to evaluate properties 775
of RAs and estimate rates of confounding mutations ( Figure S2 ). To enable further analyses, 776
snapshots of alleles present in each population were collected at four relevant timepoints for each 777 simulation: t1) Neanderthal OOA, t2) immediately prior to the Eurasian migration, t3) 778 immediately following admixture, and t4) modern human populations. Mutation origin was used 779 to establish when (generation) and where (genome location and population) a variant arose and 780 to trace its presence/absence through successive timepoints. 781
To quantify the frequency of RAs in simulated modern Eurasian populations we defined 782 "ancestral hominin variants" as those alleles segregating in the simulated population immediately 783
prior to the Neanderthal split ~500,000 years ago (t2). We tracked segregating ancestral variants 784 through the Neanderthal lineage and into the modern Eurasian population. We used SLiM's 785 mutation identifiers to track these ancestral variants through Neanderthals and into modern 786
Eurasians over each replicate. We identified all the ancestral variants that passed into AMH 787 exclusively through either 1) the Eurasian OOA migration or 2) archaic admixture with 788 Neanderthals (RAs). We extracted allele counts and selection coefficients (in admixture models 789 run with purifying selection) for these RA variants from the SLiM output. We then did the same 790
for the simulated NDAs, the only other class of variants that entered the modern Eurasian 791 populations exclusively through Neanderthal introgression. These data are summarized and 792 contrasted in Figure S2 and Figure S9A . 793 794
Estimating confounding factors with simulations 795
We explored several sources of possible confounding through simulation. First, we estimated the 796 rate at which variants could be mis-assigned RA status as the result of independent, convergent 797 origins in African and Neanderthal populations. To infer the frequency of such confounding 798 events, all variants in simulated human and Neanderthal populations were compared immediately 799 prior to admixture (t2) in each of the 100 replicates for each model. We chose 100 replicates due 800
to the computational cost of each simulation and the fact that the variance in the output statistics 801 stabilized well before reaching 100 replicates. Confounding variants were identified based upon 802 a shared genomic location between existing variants in Africans and variants that arose within 803 the Neanderthal lineage. These counts (false positives) were then contrasted with the number of 804 non-Neanderthal derived mutations (true negatives), and found to be very rare ( Figure S2 ). 805
Moreover, because SLiM does not consider nucleotide state and allows for "stacked" mutations 806 (i.e., mutations at the same locus), our estimates of false assignment of RA status in this model 807 are conservative because we also considered nucleotide state in the real data. We also considered 808 a mutation rate an order of magnitude higher than the genome-wide average (7.0 × 10 −7 809 mutations per site per generation) to reflect the hypermutatbility of CpG dinucleotides ( Figure  810 S2B). 811
Second, it is also possible that non-Neanderthal alleles could have recombined on to 812 introgressed haplotypes and subsequently been lost outside of the introgressed context. We 813 reasoned that this scenario would be very unlikely, especially given our requirement of perfect 814 LD between RAs and NDAs in modern Eurasian populations in the inference of RA status. To 815 test this, we examined each of the simulated Eurasians (t4) and extracted all variants in perfect 816 LD with an NDA in modern Eurasians. We then queried the simulation data from t2 to count 817 how many of these candidate RA variants were not present on a Neanderthal haplotype. These 818 variants in perfect LD with an NDA in modern Eurasians that were not present in Neanderthals 819
(and that had not independently appeared within Eurasians) would be incorrectly inferred to be 820
RAs by our approach. As expected, these events were very rare (1% of RAs or fewer) for each 821 admixture fraction (Table S2 ). Furthermore, these are likely overestimates since in the real data, 822
RAs most frequently appear within introgressed haplotypes, with linked NDAs present on both 823 sides. This would suggest two recombination events, with all the confounding alleles then being 824 subsequently lost on all non-introgressed haplotypes to maintain perfect LD. In the future, we 825 anticipate that these simulations can be refined to confidently identify more RAs that retain 826 lower LD with NDAs. 827 828
Data analysis and visualization 829
Evolutionary simulations and primary data analysis were conducted on Vanderbilt's computing 830 cluster (ACCRE). Results were parsed and analyzed with custom python and bash scripts. 831
Statistical tests were performed with R. Plots were generated in R, with most generated using 832 ggplot2. 833 834
Data availability 835
All results reported in this paper will be made available in supplementary material and/or on the 836 project's github repository (https://github.com/DaRinker/Neanderthal.reintroduction) subsequent 837
to acceptance of the manuscript. Figure S2 ) and the overall false discovery rate for LD-based RA identification is below ~1% (Table   879 S2). While these forward time simulations only approximate the demographic histories of these populations, the 880 observed RA-to-NDAs ratio are qualitatively consistent with the simulations (Figure 2 
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